Individual and Entities

1. CAMBIS, Dimitris (a.k.a. KAMPIS, Dimitrios Alexandros; a.k.a. KLIMT, Gustav); DOB 14 Oct 1963 (individual) [IRAN] [ISA].

2. IMPIRE SHIPPING COMPANY (a.k.a. IMPIRE SHIPPING; a.k.a. IMPIRE SHIPPING LIMITED), Greece [IRAN] [ISA].

3. LIBRA SHIPPING SA (a.k.a. LIBRA SHIPPING), 3, Xanthou Street, Glyfada 16674, Greece [IRAN].

4. MONSOON SHIPPING LTD, c/o of Libra Shipping SA, 3, Xanthou Street, Glyfada, Athens 16674, Greece [IRAN].

5. KONING MARINE CORP, c/o of Libra Shipping SA, 3, Xanthou Street, Glyfada, Athens 16674, Greece [IRAN].

6. BLUE TANKER SHIPPING SA, c/o Libra Shipping SA, 3, Xanthou Street, Glyfada, Athens 16674, Greece [IRAN].

7. JUPITER SEAWAYS SHIPPING, c/o Libra Shipping SA, 3, Xanthou Street, Glyfada, Athens 16674, Greece [IRAN].

8. HERCULES INTERNATIONAL SHIP, c/o Libra Shipping SA, 3, Xanthou Street, Glyfada, Athens 16674, Greece [IRAN].

9. HERMIS SHIPPING SA, c/o Libra Shipping SA, 3, Xanthou Street, Glyfada, Athens 16674, Greece [IRAN].

10. GARBIN NAVIGATION LTD, c/o Libra Shipping SA, 3, Xanthou Street, Glyfada, Athens 16674, Greece [IRAN].

11. GRACE BAY SHIPPING INC, c/o Libra Shipping SA, 3, Xanthou Street, Glyfada, Athens 16674, Greece [IRAN].

12. SIMA GENERAL TRADING CO FZE (a.k.a. SIMA GENERAL TRADING & INDUSTRIAL FOR BUILDING MATERIAL CO FZE), Office No. 703 Office Tower, Twin Tower, Baniyas Rd., Deira, P.O. Box 49754, Dubai, United Arab Emirates [IRAN].

13. POLINEX GENERAL TRADING LLC, Health Care City, Umm Hurair Rd., Oud Mehta Offices, Block A, 4th Floor 420, Dubai, United Arab Emirates [IRAN].

14. ASIA ENERGY GENERAL TRADING (LLC), Suite 703, Twin Tower, Baniyas Street, Deira, Dubai, United Arab Emirates [IRAN].

15. SYNERGY GENERAL TRADING FZE, Sharjah—Saif Zone, Sharjah Airport International Free Zone, United Arab Emirates [IRAN].

Vessels

1. OCEAN PERFORMER Crude Oil Tanker Liberia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9013749 (vessel) [IRAN].

2. OCEAN NYMPH Crude Oil Tanker Panama flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9100261 (vessel) [IRAN].

3. NEREYDA Crude Oil Tanker Panama flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9011246 (vessel) [IRAN].

4. ZAP Crude Oil Tanker Liberia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9005235 (vessel) [IRAN].

5. SEAGULL Crude Oil Tanker Liberia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9107655 (vessel) [IRAN].

6. ULYSSES 1 Crude Oil Tanker Liberia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9177155 (vessel) [IRAN].

7. GLAROS Crude Oil Tanker Liberia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9077850 (vessel) [IRAN].

8. LEYCOTHEA Crude Oil Tanker Panama flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9183934 (vessel) [IRAN].

Dated: March 14, 2013.

Adam J. Szubin,
Director, Office of Foreign Assets Control.
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

Veterans’ Rural Health Advisory Committee

Notice of Meeting

The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) gives notice under the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. App. 2, that the Veterans’ Rural Health Advisory Committee will hold a meeting on May 15–16, 2013, at 1722 I Street NW., Ground Level Conference Room, Washington, DC from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day. The meeting is open to the public.

The purpose of the Committee is to advise the Secretary of Veterans Affairs on health care issues affecting enrolled Veterans residing in rural areas. The Committee examines programs and policies that impact the provision of VA health care to enrolled Veterans residing in rural areas, and discusses ways to improve and enhance VA services for these Veterans.

On the morning of May 15, the Committee will hear from its Chairman; the Acting Director of the Office of Rural Health (ORH); and the National Program Leader, Division of Family and Consumer Sciences National Institute of Food and Agriculture, United States Department of Agriculture. In the afternoon, the Committee will receive overviews of the ORH funded Project Deep Dive; the Eastern Resource Center Project; and the ORH State Database. On May 16, the Committee will hear opening remarks from its Chairman; discuss its fall meeting; and break into a workgroup session to work on the Committee’s annual report. Public comments will be received at 3:45 p.m.

Individuals who speak are invited to submit a 1–2 page summary of their comments for inclusion in the official meeting record. Members of the public may also submit written statements for the Committee’s review to Ms. Judy Bowie, Designated Federal Officer, ORH (10P1R), Department of Veterans Affairs, 810 Vermont Avenue NW., Washington, DC 20429, or email at rural.health.inquiry@va.gov. Any member of the public seeking additional information should contact Ms. Bowie at (202) 461–1929.

Dated: March 25, 2013.

By Direction of the Secretary.

Vivian Drake,
Committee Management Officer.
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